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Abstrak
Paper ini mengenalkan suatu algoritma pengurangan derau sub-band berbasis transformasi

wavelet yang bersifat level-dependent untuk meningkatkan efek dari power quality signal de-noising untuk
sistem monitoring power quality. Algoritma ambang ini memiliki dua parameter yang dapat disesuaikan
untuk mengatur ambang baik secara halus maupun secara kasar, parameter yang optimal ditentukan
dengan algoritma jaringan saraf tiruan perambatan balik. Data gangguan daya merujuk pada data
gangguan daya aktual yang terdapat pada IEEE open source dan diaplikasikan untuk pengujian. Hasil
pengujian menunjukkan bahwa algoritma yang diusulkan, mampu menghilangkan berbagai jenis
gangguan daya secara efektif serta mampu memperbaiki rasio sinyal dengan nilai mean square error yang
lebih kecil.

Keywords: gangguan daya, transformasi wavelet, penghialangan derau nilai ambang, algoritma adaptif
sub-band

Abstract
A new level-dependent sub band adaptive noise reduction algorithm based on wavelet transform

is proposed in order to improve the effect of power quality signal de-noising for power quality monitoring
system. This threshold algorithm has two adjustable parameters to adjust the threshold both fine and
coarsely, and the optimal parameters are determined by BP neural networks algorithm. Power disturbance
data is referred to actual power disturbance data at IEEE open source and applied for test. The test results
indicate that the proposed algorithm could denoise the different kind of power disturbances effectively, and
the signal noise ratio is improved further with a smaller mean square error.

Keywords: power disturbances, wavelet transformation, threshold value de-noising, sub-band adaptive
algorithm.

1. Introduction
Electric power quality issues have captured increasing attention in recent years in

electric engineering, with increasing use of solid state switching devices, nonlinear load
switching, rectifiers, inverters, and improper load balance. Thus, power quality monitoring has
gained tremendous importance in the power industry and would be an effective means for
providing customer services.

In practice, the electric signal is often corrupted by noise, which not only degrades the
detection capability of power quality monitoring (PQM) systems, but also degrades the features
extracted for the classification of disturbances. Various transformation methods have been
proposed for detecting and analyzing the PQ events [1]-[3]. The discrete wavelet transform
(DWT) method has been proved an effective tool for the transient PQ signals.

Numerous works are reported on the application of the DWT-based PQ analysis [4]-[6],
but very few are available on the practical aspects due to the existence of undesired noise in
the signals. The application of wavelet threshold de-noising for PQ signals has been proved
successful in several works [7]-[9]. Hard and soft threshold algorithms proposed by Donoho and
Johnstone are the general threshold algorithms [10]-[12], with the drawbacks of bad continuity
and constant deviation respectively. Gao and Bruce proposed Firm and Garrote threshold
algorithms [13] balancing soft and hard threshold algorithms. But how to choose the threshold
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algorithm and how to select the suitable threshold do still the problems need to be resolved. A
new level-dependent sub band adaptive algorithm is proposed in this article which is useful to fix
the suitable threshold with two adjustable parameters. The experimental results show a
plausible improvement in de-noising performance in comparison with other three similar
approaches.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a brief review of discrete wavelet
transform theory. In section 3, the wavelet de-noising method is particularly described. Section 4
evaluates the effects of the proposed algorithm. Finally, the conclusion of present work is given
in Section 5.

2. Discrete Wavelet Transform
Discrete wavelet transform was developed by Mallat from fast algorithm based on the

conjugate quadratic filters (CQF) [14][15], J-level wavelet decomposition can be computed as
equation (1) and (2).

(1)

(2)

Where , are scale and wavelet coefficients derived from the projection of the
signal on the space of scale and wavelet functions respectively. hn and gn are the low-pass and
high-pass filters respectively. The reconstruction algorithm is shown as equation (3).

(3)

The discrete wavelet decomposition is shown as Figure 1, and the reconstruction is an
inverse transformation. Where Ci is called the approximation at level i and Di is called the detail
at level i.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of DWT

3. Wavelet De-Noising for PQM
DWT-based PQM is an effective means to detect the transient power disturbances,

such as voltage sag, swell, oscillation, pulse. In literature wavelet singularity detection was used
for multi-resolution analysis of transient power quality disturbance signals, and got the accurate
disturbance position information in time domain. Literature described the use of perturbation
detection method with 3 kinds of Daubechies wavelet, and pointed that Daub4 wavelet is
suitable for detecting short-term abrupt phenomena. Scale and wavelet function filter
coefficients are shown as Table 1, with choosing Daub4 wavelet as mother wavelet.
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Table 1. Filter coefficients of Scale and wavelet function

3.1. Wavelet De-Noising Scheme
Signals obtained from any system are never a prefect reflection of the actual

measurement. Rather, signals are always corrupted by noise introduced by the device itself, or
by other means. Therefore, an observed signal is a combination of actual signal and noise, as
equation (4),

(4)

Where is the standard Gaussian white noise, is the noise level coefficient,
is original pure signal, noise reduction course could be described as follows, and the procedure
shown in Figure2.
a. Carry out wavelet decomposition using the noisy signal, and the signal scale and wavelet

coefficients are obtained. Wavelet coefficients can be expressed as equation (5),

(5)

b. Select the appropriate threshold and thresholding the wavelet coefficients. The estimated

coefficient series can be gotten by setting the wavelet coefficients values below the
threshold to zero.

c. Reconstruct the de-noised signal with the scale coefficients and the wavelet coefficients
processed by step b, computed as equation (6),

(6)
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Figure 2. Flow chart of Wavelet de-noising

3.2. Wavelet De-Noising Threshold Algorithm
The key of wavelet de-noising is thresholding. Hard and soft threshold algorithm

introduced by Donoho and Johnstone are the common used thresholding algorithms, shown in
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Figure 1, where , is the universal threshold, N is the observation data length,
is the noise standard deviation estimate, and the threshold is changed with the data length N.

The hard threshold function is not a continuous function, and thus the signal
reconstruction process will appear oscillations, the soft threshold function is continuous, but

when , which is a constant deviation and can impact the estimated degree of signal
reconstruction, it results in the loss of useful information, and brings a great distortion of
reconstructed signal.

(7)

(8)

Gao and Bruce proposed firm threshold algorithm and garrote algorithm balancing the

soft and hard threshold algorithm. Garrote threshold algorithm has only a threshold , which is
more convenient in actual application. The threshold functions are shown as equation (9) and
(10).

(9)

(10)

3.3. Sub band Adaptive Threshold Selection
There are many formulas for obtaining threshold value, including global threshold which

is a constant threshold at all the decomposition levels. According to the analysis of Lipschiz
exponent, we know that the amplitude of signal and noise coefficients show different
representation with the decomposition level increasing. The noise coefficients show a gradually
decreasing trend, while the signal coefficients increase gradually or remain unchanged [16-18].
The nonlinear threshold function raised recent years is one of the common changeable
threshold functions, which is shown in Figure 3.

This article presents a new sub band adaptive de-noising algorithm based on wavelet
decomposition level. The thresholds are determined by two adjustable parameters, and the
appropriate threshold is gotten by the optimization algorithm. The sub band adaptive algorithm
is described as equation (11).
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Where the is level dependent function, L is the amount of wavelet decomposition
level, and K is the current level number where the threshold is calculated (for example, 5 levels
wavelet transform, L = 5, K = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). A fine-tuning factor m is used to adjust the threshold
function changing ratio from low to high decomposition level, with the range ; a coarse-
tuning factor n is used to adjust the whole range of thresholds. The noise standard deviation is
estimated by the median estimator as equation (12).

(12)

The function is shown in Figure 3, we can see that the difference of threshold between
the different level becomes small with the value of m increasing, and the threshold curve
becomes a horizontal line when . It is also shown that the whole threshold range is
different in different value of n. Sub band adaptive threshold is adjustable and gradual
compared with the nonlinear threshold function.

(a) (b)
Figure 3. Threshold based on the decomposition level (a threshold with n=0, b threshold with

n=4)

3.4. Optimization of Threshold Function
The selection of parameters m and n is the key to determine the threshold, and they are

obtained by neural network training based on the error back-propagation algorithm [19].
The [2 10 2] single hidden layer neural network is selected, which adopts tansig and

purelin function respectively in hidden layer and output layer, with the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
and mean square error (MSE) as input data, adjustable parameters m and n as output data. (0.5
* rands) function is used to initialize the weights in the network initialization, and the training
target error is selected as 0.05, maximum training times as 5000. The optimal parameters of the
threshold function in different noise coefficients are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Optimal parameters of the threshold function at different noise coefficient
0.025 0.05 0.075 0.1 0.125 0.15

m 2.0145 2.4552 3.3046 3.9822 4.1938 4.3065
n 31.2502 17.9518 9.0762 4.2249 2.9071 2.5102
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4. Experiments and Analysis
To test the effectiveness of the proposed scheme more realistically, actual power line

disturbance data have also been considered. For this, actual power disturbance data (available
at IEEE open source) is referred. Using this algorithm taken from recorded wave power system
voltage sag, temporary rise, break, vibration and pulse signal de-noising effect is shown in
Figure 6. After the parameters of threshold function are determined, the threshold results in
different noise level are calculated and shown in Table 3.

Figure 6. De-noised sag, swell, interrupt, pulse and oscillation signals.

Table 3. Threshold of sub band adaptive algorithm in different noise level


Decomposition Level

1 2 3 4 5

.025 0.0844 0.0841 0.0839 0.0836 0.0833

0.050 0.1408 0.1402 0.1396 0.1387 0.1378

0.075 0.2459 0.2440 0.2419 0.2394 0.2365

0.100 0.4452 0.4392 0.4324 0.4246 0.4157

0.125 0.5523 0.5429 0.5324 0.5205 0.5069

0.150 0.6148 0.6034 0.5908 0.5764 0.5602

The purpose of signal de-noising is to minimize the difference between de-noised signal
and the ideal signal, which is usually measured with two indicator functions value, the signal
noise ratio (SNR) and the mean square error (MSE), SNR and MSE is determined as equation
(13) and (14).

(13)
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(14)

Where is the reconstruction signal amplitude at the point i, and is the
original pure signal amplitude at the point i, N is the length of sample data. The SNR and MSE
values of the different voltage signals de-noised by the proposed algorithm under different noise
level are shown in Table 4 and Table 5.  The SNR and MSE values of the voltage sag signal de-
noised by the four threshold algorithms under different noise level are showed in Table 6 and
Table 7. We can see, the SNR values from the proposed algorithm are larger than other
algorithms with the MSE values are smaller.

Table 4. SNR value of the different de-noised signals
0.025 0.05 0.075 0.1 0.125 0.15

Sag 35.7284 28.3548 26.2044 23.4288 23.2288 21.4005

Swell 35.8953 28.6104 26.5877 23.8102 23.4509 21.7708

Interrupt 36.4408 29.1256 27.3092 24.4077 23.9708 22.1069

Pulse and oscillation 36.5461 29.3306 27.8023 24.6487 24.1021 22.4038

Table 5. MSE value of the different de-noised signals
0.025 0.05 0.075 0.1 0.125 0.15

Sag 9.2590e-005 5.0573e-004 8.2978e-004 0.0016 0.0016 0.0025

Swell 9.1890e-005 4.9105e-004 8.0912e-004 0.0015 0.0016 0.0024

Interrupt 9.0085e-005 4.8532e-004 7.9470e-004 0.0014 0.0015 0.0022

Pulse and oscillation 8.9804e-005 4.8273e-004 7.8163e-004 0.0014 0.0015 0.0022

Table 6. SNR value comparison of the de-noised sag signal
0.025 0.05 0.075 0.1 0.125 0.15

Heuristics Sure 31.8966 26.9829 23.5303 21.3395 20.0564 18.5978

Nonlinear Threshold 31.5362 27.3125 24.2015 22.1105 21.4160 19.9478

Penalize Medium 35.2434 27.7747 25.6355 22.9544 22.3613 20.6725

Sub band Adaptive 35.7284 28.3548 26.2044 23.4288 23.2288 21.4005

Table 7. MSE value comparison of the de-noised sag signal
0.025 0.05 0.075 0.1 0.125 0.15

Heuristics Sure 2.2374e-004 6.9360e-004 0.0015 0.0025 0.0034 0.0048

Nonlinear Threshold 2.3762e-004 6.4971e-004 0.0012 0.0021 0.0027 0.0042

Penalize Medium 1.0353e-004 5.7801e-004 9.4592e-004 0.0018 0.0020 0.0030

Sub band Adaptive 9.2590e-005 5.0573e-004 8.2978e-004 0.0016 0.0016 0.0025

5. Conclusion
In this paper, a new level-dependent sub band adaptive threshold algorithm based on

wavelet transform is proposed. This threshold algorithm has two adjustable parameters to adjust
the threshold both fine and coarsely, and the optimal parameters are determined by BP neural
networks algorithm. The de-noising performance is evaluated with actual power disturbance
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data, and the results prove the validity of the proposed algorithm for voltage disturbance signals
de-noising. The signal noise ratio of voltage sag signal de-noised by the proposed algorithm is
further improved, and the reconstruction error is smaller compared with three similar algorithms.
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